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C More Than Two Employee Types

We extend the model to consider the case in which the employee can have more than two
types. Specifically, we assume that the employee can have types θ1, ..., θn with θ1 < θ2 <
· · · < θn−1 < θn, and V (θ, b) is well defined for θ ∈ Θ =

[
θ, θ̄
]
⊃ {θ1, ..., θn}. The cost c(θ, e)

and the marginal cost of effort ce(θ, e) are both decreasing in θ. The contract Ci is designed
for type θi. Type θi prefers his contract to the contract designed for type θj if:

pi · V (θi, bi) + ri ≥ pj · V (θi, bj) + rj. (ICij)

As in the main model, we analyze the case in which V is log-submodular, and we assume
that the innovative work is sufficiently difficult that, if types were observable, the firm would
like to select only the highest type θn: π∗ (θ) ≤ W for each θ ≤ θn−1, where

π∗ (θ) = max
b≥0,e∈arg max(q(e)·b−c(e))

q (e) · (1− b) . (56)

For some arbitrary θ and a fixed r, the indifference curve for type θ implies

p · Vb (θ, b) db− V (θ, b) dp = 0. (57)

We use this and the following equation to introduce a notion of intra-type single-crossing :

p · Sb (θ, b) db− (S (θ, b)−W ) dp = 0. (58)

Definition 1 Intra-type single-crossing is satisfied if equations (57) and (58) have a unique
solution (p∗, b∗), and starting from (p∗, b∗), increasing b and reducing p along the indifference
curve (57) for type θ leads to p · Sb (θ, b) db− (S (θ, b)−W ) dp < 0.

The notion intra-type single-crossing is not to be confused with the inter-type single-
crossing from the main text. Here, the we fix a type θ and vary p and b along the indifference
curve of this type and show that there is only one b that satisfies (58). By contrast, in the
main text, we compare the indifference curves of two types in the two-dimensional space
(p, b), and require that the two indifference curves intersect only once.

Lemma 5 Given (1), the intra-type single crossing is satisfied for all θ.

Next, we derive several properties of the optimal contract with multiple employee types:

Lemma 6 For each i, i − 1 with pi, pi−1 > 0, suppose offering contract Ci−1 to type θi and
offering contract Ci to type θi−1 are both incentive compatible. If S −W is log-supermodular
(log-submodular), then bi ≥ bi−1 (bi ≤ bi−1).
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The result follows from the same logic as Propositions 6 and 7, with types H and L
replaced with types i and i− 1.

Lemma 7 If pi = 0, then pj = 0 for each j ≤ i.

The value from a contract with p > 0 is strictly increasing in θ, while the value from a
contract with p = 0 is the same for all the types. Hence, whenever type i prefers the contract
with pi = 0, so does type j ≤ i.

We next derive three results related to the incentive compatibility constraints.

Lemma 8 1. For each i, if pi, ri > 0, then there exists j ≥ i+ 1 such that ICj,i is binding.
In particular, rn = 0.

2. For each i, if ri > 0 then ICi,j is binding for some j.
3. For each i < n, there exist i′ ≤ i and j ≥ i+ 1 such that ICi′,j is binding.

If it could observe employee types, the firm would set pi = 0 for all i < n and rj = 0
for all j. Thus, in each of the above cases, if the incentive compatibility constraint were not
binding, the firm could reduce pi or ri (or both) and increase its profit.

Using these general properties, we derive the corresponding result to Proposition 6 in the
case of multiple employee types.

Proposition 8 If S −W is log-submodular, then there exists i∗ ∈ {1, ..., n − 1} such that
r1 = · · · = ri∗−1 > 0, ri∗ = · · · = rn = 0, p1 = · · · = pi∗−1 = 0, pn ≥ pn−1 ≥ · · · ≥ pi∗ > 0,
bn ≤ bn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ bi∗.

26

When the firm’s and the employee’s preferences are in accord, the optimal employment
contract assigns to the high-impact project only employee types who are above a cutoff. To
achieve selection, the contract pays a fixed salary to the employee types below the cutoff.
For the employee types above the cutoff, the optimal contract gives a higher probability of
assignment and a lower bonus to higher types. The intuition is the same as in the main
model: if the employee produces low social value by working on the high-impact project,
it is preferable to offer him a fixed salary and not assign him to innovate; if the employee
produces enough social value from the high-impact project, then when facing higher employee
types, the firm whose indifference curves exhibit increasing preference for assignment values
selecting these types relatively more than incentivizing effort from them. The employee’s
indifference curves also exhibit increasing preference for assignment, and thus such contracts
are incentive compatible without a fixed salary.

The analysis in the case of preference dis-accord between firm and the highest employee
type is complicated by their difference in relative preferences for selection versus incentives.
To make progress in the analysis, we introduce a notion of single-peakedness of the employee’s
preference. For any two contracts C = (p, b, 0) and C ′ = (p′, b′, 0) with p < p′ and b > b′,
consider the difference between the values that the θ-type employee derives from these two
contracts:

f (θ) ≡ p · V (θ, b)− p′ · V (θ, b′) . (59)
26We follow the convention that, if i∗ = 1, then this statement means that ri = 0 and pi > 0 ∀i.
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Assumption 3 The function f (θ) defined in (59) is single-peaked.

A sufficient condition for this single-peakedness is that Vθ (θ, b) is log-submodular. To see
why, note that, if f ′ (θ) = 0 implies f ′′ (θ) ≤ 0, then f (θ) is single-peaked. Given f ′ (θ) = 0,
p/p′ = Vθ (θ, b′) /Vθ (θ, b). Hence,

sign (f ′′ (θ)) = sign

(
Vθθ (θ, b)

Vθ (θ, b)
− Vθθ (θ, b′)

Vθ (θ, b′)

)
, (60)

which is negative if Vθ (θ, b) is log-submodular.
Given this assumption, we obtain the following characterization of the optimal contract:

Proposition 9 If f (θ) is single-peaked, V (θ, b) is log-submodular, and S (θ, b)−W is log-
supermodular, then there exists i∗ ∈ {1, ..., n} such that:

• pi = 0 if and only if i < i∗;

• r1 = · · · = ri∗−1 > 0 and rn = 0 ≤ rn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ ri∗ ;

• For i ≥ i∗, if ri = ri−1 = 0, then bi ≤ bi−1 and pi ≥ pi−1; otherwise, bi ≥ bi−1 and
pi ≤ pi−1.

While the implications of the main model carry over, the above result also highlights an
additional insight. The major distinction brought forth by the multiple types case is that,
if both ri and ri−1 are 0 (and hence rn = · · · = ri−1 = 0), then it can be the case that
bi < bi−1 and pi > pi−1. We illustrate why such a contract may be optimal by an example
with three types, {θ1, θ2, θ3}, represented graphically in Figure 6. The above result says that
the optimal contract may take the form of r3 = r2 = 0 and r1 > 0, b1 < b3 < b2.

First consider the case in which there are only two types, θ3 and θ1. Since S (θ, b) −W
is log-supermodular, the optimal contract is b3 ≥ b1 and p3 ≤ p1. Suppose that, without the
incentive compatibility constraint C1 %1 C3, the firm would like to increase b3 along type θ3’s
indifference curve (satisfying C3 %3 C1) and offer C ′3:

C ′3 = (p3 −∆p′3, b3 + ∆b′3, 0) .

However, with constraint C1 %1 C3, such a change is not incentive compatible since type θ1

would prefer C ′3. Hence, the firm would have to reduce b1 and increase r1 to satisfy C1 %1 C ′3,
which is not profitable.

Next, suppose type θ2 is added to the environment, and starting from C2 = C3, the firm
would like to increase b2 along type θ2’s indifference curve and offer C ′2 to type θ2:

C ′2 = (p3 −∆p′2, b3 + ∆b′2, 0) .

Again, type θ1 would prefer C ′2 and the firm would have to reduce b1 and increase r1. However,
type θ2’s indifference is “steeper” than type θ3’s, so ∆p′3 < ∆p′2 given the same change of the
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Figure 6: Illustration of the case with 3 types of employees

bonus ∆b′2 = ∆b′3. Hence, type θ1 likes C ′2 less than C ′3, and so the decline in b1 and increase
in r1 to satisfy type θ1’s incentive compatibility constraint are smaller for C ′2 than for C ′3
when ∆b′2 = ∆b′3. Therefore, it is possible that the firm finds it profitable to offer C ′2 to type
θ2 and change C1 to satisfy C1 %1 C ′2. This results in r3 = r2 = 0 and r1 > 0, b1 < b3 < b2.

Intuitively, the firm would like to offer the highest salary to the highest type, if possible.
Yet, the employee indifference curves exhibit increasing preference for assignment, so the
lowest type likes the contract with the highest salary the most. Hence, the firm needs to
satisfy incentive compatibility constraints for the highest and lowest types. Since the firm’s
and the employee’s preferences are in dis-accord, when we consider the highest and lowest
types, the discrepancy between the firm’s and the employee’s preferences is very large. As
such, offering the highest salary to the highest type is too costly (requires a large fixed
payment). Instead, if the firm gives the highest salary to the intermediate type, it needs to
satisfy incentive compatibility constraints of the intermediate and lowest types. Since the
discrepancy is smaller in this case, offering the highest salary to the intermediate type is less
costly.

C.1 Proofs from this Section

C.1.1 Proof of Lemma 5

From Appendix A, we know that V is convex while S is concave.
Fix θ arbitrarily (and so we omit θ for the rest of the proof). Suppose

p · Sb (b) db− (S (b)−W ) dp = 0. (61)
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Given (57), we have
Sb (b)

S (b)−W
=
Vb (b)

V (b)
. (62)

Then,

Sbb (b) · (S (b)−W )− Sb (b)2

(S (b)−W )2 − Vbb (b) · V (b)− Vb (b)2

V (b)2 =
Sbb (b)

S (b)−W
− Vbb (b)

V (b)
≤ 0,

and hence the single-crossing condition holds.

C.1.2 Proof of Lemma 6

If it offers Ci to θi−1, the firm’s profit changes by

0 ≥ [pi · π (θi−1, bi)− ri + (1− pi) ·W ]− [pi−1 · π (θi−1, bi−1)− ri−1 + (1− pi−1) ·W ]

≥ pi · [S (θi−1, bi)−W ]− pi−1 · [S (θi−1, bi−1)−W ] , by (ICi−1,i). (63)

On the other hand, if it offers Ci−1 to θi, its profit changes by

0 ≥ [pi−1 · π (θi, bi−1)− ri−1 + (1− pi−1) ·W ]− [pi · π (θi, bi)− ri + (1− pi) ·W ]

≥ pi−1 · [S (θi, bi−1)−W ]− pi · [S (θi, bi)−W ] , by (ICi,i−1) . (64)

Hence we have

pi ·[S (θi−1, bi)−W ]−pi−1 ·[S (θi−1, bi−1)−W ] ≤ pi ·[S (θi, bi)−W ]−pi−1 ·[S (θi, bi−1)−W ]

⇔
pi · [S (θi, bi)− S (θi−1, bi)] ≥ pi−1 · [S (θi, bi−1)− S (θi−1, bi−1)] . (65)

Since (50) implies

pi ≤ pi−1 ·
S (θi−1, bi−1)−W
S (θi−1, bi)−W

,

we have

S (θi−1, bi−1)−W
S (θi−1, bi)−W

· [(S (θi, bi)−W )− (S (θi−1, bi)−W )]

≥ (S (θi, bi−1)−W )− (S (θi−1, bi−1)−W ) .

⇔
(S (θi−1, bi−1)−W ) · (S (θi, bi)−W ) ≥ (S (θi−1, bi)−W ) · (S (θi, bi−1)−W ) . (66)

Hence if the firm’s payoff is log-supermodular (or log-submodular), then we have bi ≥ bi−1

(or bi ≤ bi−1).
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C.1.3 Proof of Lemma 7

See the explanation in the main text.

C.1.4 Proof of Lemma 8

1. Otherwise, reducing ri and increasing bi to keep type i’s payoff constant is a profitable
and incentive-compatible deviation for the firm, as in the proof of Lemma 1.

2. Otherwise, reduce ri.

3. Otherwise, reducing (pk, rk) to ((1− η) pk, (1− η) rk) for sufficiently small η > 0 for
each k ≤ i keeps all the incentive compatibilities and increases the firm’s profit by the
assumption that the firm would like to select only the highest type θn to the innovative
work if incentive compatibility constraints are not binding.

C.1.5 Proof of Proposition 8

We consider the following relaxed problem: for each i, we consider ICi,i+1 and ICi+1,i only.
Then ICi,i+1 is always binding if pi > 0 (by Lemma 8).

For each i with pi > 0, if ri+1 = 0, then ri = 0. Suppose otherwise: ri > 0. Then ICi+1,i

must be binding by Lemma 8. However, if both ICi,i+1 and ICi+1,i are binding, then offering
Ci to θi+1 and Ci+1 to θi are both possible. Hence the same proof as Lemma 6 ensures that
bi+1 ≥ bi. Together V log-submodular and ri+1 = 0, we have ri = 0, as in Lemma 4.

Since rn = 0 by Lemma 8, we have ri = 0 for each i with pi > 0. Hence log-
supermodularity of V and “ICi,i+1 and ICi+1,i for each i” imply that 0 = rn = · · · = ri,
pn ≤ pn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ pi, and bn ≥ bn−1 ≥ · · · ≥ bi. Moreover, ICi,i+1 is binding by Lemma 8.

Finally, log-submodularity of V implies all the other incentive compatibilities hold (see
Figure 7 for illustration). Hence the solution for the relaxed problem is the true solution.

C.1.6 Proof of Proposition 9

We ignore constraints Cj %j Ci for each i, j satisfying j < i − 1, and we will verify that
this constraint is actually satisfied. Ignoring this upward constraint, Lemma 8 implies that
Ci+1 ∼i Ci for each i ≤ n− 1.

Let j be the largest j with rj > 0. For i > j, by log-submodularity of V , Ci+1 %i+1 Ci,
and Ci+1 ∼i Ci imply that bi+1 ≤ bi and pi+1 ≥ pi. Moreover, Cn %n Cn−1 and Cn−1 ∼n−1 Cn
imply Cn−1 %i Cn for each i ≤ n− 2. This is again illustrated in Figure 7.

Hence, the ignored constraint for j = n is satisfied. Recursively, we have

Ci+1 ∼i Ci, Ci+1 %k Ci, and Ci %k′ Ci+1 (67)

for each i > j and k > i > k′, where the last two preferences are strict if Ci+1 6= Ci.
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Figure 7: Illustration of possible contracts Cn−1 given the indifference curves of types θn, θn−1, and θn−2.

For contracts Cj and Cj+1, we will show that bj < bj+1 and pj > pj+1. On the one hand,
since rj > 0, there exists k > j such that Cj ∼k Ck by Lemma 8 (note that Lemma 8 only
uses the downward IC constraint). Since Ck %k Cj+1 (this is trivial if k = j+1; for k > j+1,
it follows from (67)), Cj %k Cj+1. On the other hand, we have Cj ∼j Cj+1.

If k = j+1, then we have Cj ∼j+1 Cj+1 and Cj ∼j Cj+1. Hence, bj < bj+1 by Lemma 6 (we
exclude the case where bj = bj+1 and pj = pj+1 from rj+1 < rj and incentive compatibility).
If k > j + 1, then we have j < j + 1 < k such that Cj %j Cj+1, Cj -j+1 Cj+1, and Cj %k Cj+1.
By single-peakedness, we have bj < bj+1 (again we exclude the case where bj = bj+1 and
pj = pj+1 from rj+1 < rj and incentive compatibility). In total, we have bj < bj+1. By the
same proof as Lemma 4, we have pj > pj+1.

Given bj < bj+1, by single-peakedness, the ignored constraint is satisfied:

bj < bj+1, pj > pj+1, Cj ∼j Cj+1, and Cj �k Cj+1 for k < j. (68)

Next, we will show that bj−1 ≤ bj and rj−1 ≥ rj. Suppose otherwise: bj−1 > bj or
rj−1 < rj. Note that given Cj %j Cj−1, Cj -j−1 Cj−1, and log-submodularity of V , bj−1 > bj
implies rj−1 < rj and rj−1 < rj implies bj−1 > bj (the proof is the same as Lemma 4). Hence,
it remains to derive a contraction from bj−1 > bj and rj−1 < rj (and so pj > pj−1).

If Cj ∼j Cj−1, then Lemma 6 would imply bj−1 ≤ bj. Hence, we have Cj �j Cj−1. In
addition, we have rj−1 = 0 since bj−1 > bj, Cj−1 ∼j Cj, Cj �j Cj−1, and single-peakedness
imply that Cj �k Cj−1 for each k ≥ j + 1.

Given Cj−1, we construct C ′j−1 = (p′j−1, b
′
j−1, 0) such that Cj ∼j C ′j−1 and Cj−1 ∼j−1 C ′j−1.

From Cj−1, we decrease b and increase p to construct C ′j−1: with initial condition (p, b, 0) =

(pj−1, bj−1, 0), p′j−1 = pj−1 +
∫ b′j−1

bj−1
ϕj−1 (b) db, b′j−1 = bj−1 +

∫ b′j−1

bj−1
db, where ϕj−1 (b) satisfies

− p (b) · Vb (θj−1, b) + V (θj−1, b) · ϕj−1 (b) = 0. (69)
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Figure 8: Illustration of moving along the indifference curves of employee of type θj and θj−1.

That is, we move the contract along the indifference curve of θj−1. This is illustrated in
Figure 8.

Note that the firm could marginally change Cj−1 toward C ′j−1 by decreasing b by db and
increasing p by ϕj−1(bj−1)db since (i) for k ≥ j, Ck �k Cj−1 and (ii) for θ ≤ θj−2,

− p · (b)Vb (θ, b) + V (θ, b) · ϕj−1 (b) ≤ 0 (70)

by (69) and log-submodularity of V . Since the rent paid to θj−1 is the same between C ′j−1

and Cj−1, decreasing b by db and increasing p by ϕj−1(bj−1)db should not increase the welfare
(otherwise the firm would deviate):

− p · Sb (θj−1, b) + (S (θj−1, b)−W ) · ϕj−1 (b) ≤ 0 for b = bj−1. (71)

By single crossing (58), we have

− p · Sb (θj−1, b) + (S (θj−1, b)−W ) · ϕj−1 (b) ≤ 0 for each b < bj−1. (72)

By log-supermodularity of S −W , we have

− p · Sb (θj, b) + (S (θj, b)−W ) · ϕj−1 (b) < 0 for each b < bj−1. (73)

Consider any contract C that we can construct from C ′j−1 by decreasing b and increasing
p along the indifference curve of θj:

p · (b)Vb (θj, b)− V (θj, b) · ϕj (b) = 0.
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Since V is log-submodular, we have ϕj (b) < ϕj−1 (b). Hence, (73) implies

− p · Sb (θj, b) + (S (θj, b)−W ) · ϕj (b) < 0 for each b < bj−1. (74)

We will show that pj > p′j−1. Note that we construct C ′j−1 such that Cj ∼j C ′j−1 and
Cj ∼j−1 Cj−1 ∼j−1 C ′j−1 with r′j−1 = 0:

pj · V (θj, bj) + rj = p′j−1 · V
(
θj, b

′
j−1

)
, (75)

pj · V (θj−1, bj) + rj = p′j−1 · V
(
θj−1, b

′
j−1

)
. (76)

Hence,

pj · (V (θj, bj)− V (θj−1, bj)) = p′j−1 ·
(
V
(
θj, b

′
j−1

)
− V

(
θj−1, b

′
j−1

))
(77)

pj · V (θj−1, bj) < p′j−1 · V
(
θj−1, b

′
j−1

)
, (78)

and so
V
(
θj−1, b

′
j−1

)
· V (θj, bj−1) > V (θj−1, bj) · V

(
θj, b

′
j−1

)
. (79)

Therefore, we have b′j−1 > bj−1 and p′j−1 < pj−1 given log-submodularity of V .

We now construct Cj =
(
pj, b, 0

)
from C ′j−1 by decreasing b and increasing p along the

indifference curve of θj until p becomes equal to pj. Since Cj ∼j C ′j−1, we have Cj ∼j C̄j.
Hence, we have rj = pj ·V

(
θj, b

)
−pj ·V (θj, bj) > 0. Given (74), offering C ′j−1 to θj is welfare

improving compared to Cj. Since Cj is more efficient than Cj, offering C ′j−1 to θj is welfare
improving compared to Cj.

Since we construct C ′j−1 such that Cj ∼j C ′j−1 and b′j−1 > bj, by single-peakedness, we
have Cj %i C ′j−1 for each i ≥ j. Since Cj−1 %i C ′j−1 for each i ≤ j− 1 by log-submodularity of
V , offering C ′j−1 to θj is incentive compatible. Hence, offering C ′j−1 to θj is a profitable and
incentive compatible deviation, which is a contradiction.

Therefore, bj−1 ≤ bj and rj−1 ≥ rj. Given single-peakedness and Cj ∼j−1 Cj−1, we have
Cj−1 �k Cj for each k ≤ j − 1. Hence, the ignored constraints are satisfied. Recursively, we
show that bi−1 ≤ bi and ri−1 ≥ ri for each i ≤ j.

D More Than Two Project Outcomes

High-impact projects may be only partially successful. We consider in this extension the case
in which more than two outcomes can be observed. Specifically, let Y =

{
y1, ..., y|Y |

}
3 y

be the set of possible outcomes with y1 ≤ y2 ≤ · · · ≤ y|Y |, with |Y | ≥ 3. Now the rewards

are expressed by a vector bθ = (bθ,n)|Y |n=1. Similarly, the social welfare S (θ,bθ), the firm’s
profit π (θ,bθ), and the employee’s value V (θ,bθ) have bθ as an argument. As before, let rθ
be the fixed salary. We define log-submodularity (or log-supermodularity) of V and S −W ,
assuming bn > 0 only for n = |Y |. (We write V (θ, b) and S (θ, b) with b = b|Y | if it is not
confusing.) As in the main text, we focus on the case where V is log-submodular.
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We assume the analogous condition to Assumption 1:

Assumption 4 The following holds: W ≥ maxb≥0 π (L,b).

We also assume the following:

Assumption 5 The following two conditions are satisfied:

1. (Monotone Hazard Rate) The hazard rate qe(yn|e)/q(yn|e) is increasing in n.

2. (Monotone Likelihood Ratio) For each e, e′ with e > e′, q(yn|e)/q(yn|e′) is in-
creasing in n.

The first part of the assumption corresponds to the monotone hazard rate condition.
Without adverse selection, this condition alone would be sufficient to show that, in the
optimal contract, the employee is rewarded only after the highest outcome y|Y |. The second
part of the above condition implies that rewarding the H-type after outcome y|Y | decreases
the L-type’s incentive to mimic the H-type. This implies that the H type is compensated
only after the highest outcome: bH = (0, . . . , 0, bH) (the proof is the same as Lemma 1).
Thus, we can express the social welfare and the H-type’s payoff by S (H, b) and V (H, b).

For the L-type employee, the same does not hold: L type may be compensated after
some intermediate level of y. To see why, the monotone hazard rate condition implies that
compensating the L-type only after the highest outcome incentivizes more effort — it helps
solve the moral hazard problem; however, the monotone likelihood ratio condition implies
that compensating the L-type only after the highest outcome also increases the H-type’s
incentive to mimic the L-type. Thus, compensating the L-type after intermediate outcomes
helps solve the adverse selection problem. In what follows, we analyze the implications of
this trade-off in more detail.

Given
(
bL,1, ..., bL,|Y |

)
, let b̃L,|Y | be the bonus such that the L-type is indifferent between(

0, ..., 0, b̃L,|Y |

)
and

(
bL,1, ..., bL,|Y |

)
, all else equal. Given V log-submodular, we derive the

following result.

Lemma 9 If V is log-submodular and bL,n > 0 for some n 6= |Y |, then bH,n > b̃L,|Y |.

We first analyze the case where S−W is also log-submodular. We start by considering a
restricted problem of the firm: Let Ψ0 be the set of contracts with bn > 0 only for n = |Y |.
We require that CH , CL ∈ Ψ0. Using this restricted problem we can show the following. If
the optimal contract in this restricted problem, C0

H = (p0
H , b

0
H) and C0

L = (p0
L, b

0
L), satisfies

C0
H 6= C0

L, then (C0
H , C0

L) is optimal in the unrestricted problem. If C0
H = C0

L, then in the
binary outcome case, Proposition 6 implies that (C0

H , C0
L) would be optimal in the unrestricted

problem. In the case of multiple outcomes, however, the optimal contract (C∗H , C∗L) in the
unconstrained problem may not be (C0

H , C0
L) but rather C∗H 6= C∗L 6∈ Ψ0. With binary outcomes,

the only way to offer contracts outside of Ψ0 is to offer a fixed payment. Since the fixed
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payment does not incentivize the effort, this is too costly for the firm when S −W is log-
submodular. Yet, with multiple outcomes, the firm has intermediate options: offering CL
with bn > 0 for some 1 ≤ n < |Y |. Hence, without further assumptions, we do not know if
C∗L ∈ Ψ0 given C0

H = C0
L. However, the following condition (similar to the log-submodularity

condition) implies that C∗L ∈ Ψ0:

π (θL, bH) · (π (θH , bL)−W ) ≤ π (θL, bL) · (π (θH , bH)−W )⇒ bH ≤ bL. (80)

Under Condition (80), the optimal contract (C∗H , C∗L) equals (C0
H , C0

L).

Proposition 10 Suppose V and S −W are log-submodular:

1. If C0
H 6= C0

L, then the optimal contract satisfies pH > pL, bL,|Y | > bH,|Y |, and bθ,n = 0
for each θ ∈ {L,H} and n < |Y |. Moreover, pL = 0 if and only if rL > 0.

2. If C0
H = C0

L, then the optimal contract satisfies either pH = pL = 1, bL,|Y | = bH,|Y |,
rL = rH = 0, and bθ,n = 0 for each θ ∈ {L,H} and n < |Y |, or C∗H ∈ Ψ0 and C∗L 6∈ Ψ0.
In particular, given (80), the former is true.

When S −W is log-supermodular, we obtain the following:

Proposition 11 Suppose V is log-submodular and S −W is log-supermodular. Then, the
optimal contract takes one of the following forms:

1. pH = pL = 1, bL,|Y | = bH,|Y |, rL = rH = 0, and bθ,n = 0 for each θ ∈ {L,H} and
n < |Y |, or

2. pH < pL, bL,|Y | < bH,|Y |, bH,n = 0 for each n < |Y |, but bL,n > 0 or rL > 0 for some
1 < n ≤ |Y |.

With multiple outcomes, the H-type is compensated only after the highest outcome; how-
ever, the L-type may also be compensated after some intermediate outcome. The intuition
for this result is analogous to that for the positive fixed payment in the case with only two
outcomes: as the fixed payment helps to select out the low type since the low type prefers
the fixed payment to the bonus payment in comparison to the high type (although it does
not incentivize the effort), the payment after the intermediate outcomes helps to separate
the L-type (although the monotone hazard rate condition means that it is less efficient to
incentivize the effort).
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D.1 Proofs from this Section

D.1.1 Proof of Lemma 9

Since ICH has to bind given bL,n > 0 for some n 6= |Y |, H prefers
(

0, ..., 0, b̃L,|Y |

)
to(

0, ..., 0, bH,|Y |
)
. Hence, we have

pH · V
(
θH , bH,|Y |

)
< pL · V

(
θH , b̃L,|Y |

)
, (81)

pH · V
(
θL, bH,|Y |

)
= pL · V

(
θL, b̃L,|Y |

)
. (82)

Therefore, we have

V
(
θH , bH,|Y |

)
· V
(
θL, b̃L,|Y |

)
< V

(
θH , b̃L,|Y |

)
· V
(
θL, bH,|Y |

)
, (83)

which means bH,|Y | > b̃L,|Y | by log-submodularity of V .

D.1.2 Proof of Proposition 10

Claim 1: By log-submodularity of V and S −W , if the solution is C0
H 6= C0

L, then we have
b0
H < b0

L and p0
H > p0

L by the same proof as Proposition 6, which means (ICH) is slack if we
restrict CH , CL ∈ Ψ0. Since the environment is continuous, this means that (C0

H , C0
L) is also

the solution if we ignore (ICH) given that we restrict CH , CL ∈ Ψ0:

max
pH ,bH ,pL,bL

pH · (π (θH , bH)−W ) + pL · (π (θL, bL)−W ) (84)

subject to
pL · V (θL, bL) = pH · V (θL, bH) . (85)

Since we assume the monotone likelihood ratio condition, this problem is equivalent to

max
pH ,bH ,pL,bL,rL

pH · (π (θH , bH)−W ) + pL · (π (θL,bL)− rL −W ) (86)

subject to
pH · V (θL, bH) = pL · V (θL,bL) + rL. (87)

Hence, if we solve the latter problem, the optimal solution is (C0
H , C0

L), and the solution
will satisfy(ICH) . Since this latter problem is a relaxed problem of the original (unrestricted)
problem, (C0

H , C0
L) is the solution for the original problem as well.

Claim 2: If C∗H = C∗L, then the firm only compensates the employee after the highest
outcome. Hence, it will satisfy (C∗H , C∗L) ∈ Ψ0 ×Ψ0, and so C∗H = C∗L = C0

H = C0
L. If C∗H 6= C∗L,

then since we have C∗H ∈ Ψ0, if C∗L ∈ Ψ0, then it would imply (C∗H , C∗L) ∈ Ψ0×Ψ0. If so, then
since (C∗H , C∗L) is the solution for the unrestricted problem satisfying (C∗H , C∗L) ∈ Ψ0 × Ψ0,
it would have to be the optimal solution for the restricted problem. Therefore, we have
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C∗L 6∈ Ψ0.
We now prove that C0

H = C0
L and (80) imply C∗H = C∗L. Together with Lemma 9, it remains

to show that bH,|Y | ≤ b̃L,|Y | since this implies that bL,n = 0 for all n 6= |Y |.
Suppose bH,|Y | > b̃L,|Y |. Since offering (pH , bH ,0) to both types and offering (pL, b̃L,|Y |,0)

are feasible deviations,

pL ·
(
π
(
θH , b̃L,|Y |

)
−W

)
≤ pH ·

(
π
(
θH , bH,|Y |

)
−W

)
, (88)

pH ·
(
π
(
θL, bH,|Y |

)
−W

)
≤ pL ·

(
π
(
θL, b̃L,|Y |

)
−W

)
. (89)

Since bH,|Y | > b̃L,|Y | implies pH < pL, we have

pL ·
(
π
(
θH , b̃L,|Y |

)
−W

)
≤ pH ·

(
π
(
θH , bH,|Y |

)
−W

)
, (90)

pH · π
(
θL, bH,|Y |

)
≤ pL · π

(
θL, b̃L,|Y |

)
, (91)

which implies

π
(
θL, bH,|Y |

)
·
(
π
(
θH , b̃L,|Y |

)
−W

)
≤ π

(
θL, bL,|Y |

)
·
(
π
(
θH , b̃H,|Y |

)
−W

)
. (92)

Hence, we have bH,|Y | ≤ b̃L,|Y | by (80).

D.1.3 Proof of Proposition 11

It suffices to show that bH,|Y | ≥ bL,|Y |. Suppose otherwise: bH,|Y | < bL,|Y |. Since bL,|Y | ≤ b̃L,|Y |
by definition of b̃L,|Y |, we have bH,|Y | ≤ b̃L,|Y | and Lemma 9 implies bL =

(
0, ..., 0, bL,|Y |

)
. As

in the case with binary outcome, we have

pL ·
(
S
(
θH , bL,|Y |

)
−W

)
≤ pH ·

(
S
(
θH , bH,|Y |

)
−W

)
, (93)

pH ·
(
S
(
θL, bH,|Y |

)
−W

)
≤ pL ·

(
S
(
θL, bL,|Y |

)
−W

)
. (94)

The log-supermodularity of S −W implies bH,|Y | ≥ bL,|Y |, which is a contradiction.

E Examples and Numerical Illustration of Main Re-

sults

In what follows, we provide examples and numerical simulations for the cases described in
the main body of the paper. Throughout, we assume that the good outcome takes value
y = 10. This re-scaling allows us to minimize computational errors without qualitatively
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Figure 9: Illustration of the contract types when the firm’s and employee’s indifference curves exhibit in-
creasing preference for assignment.

changing the results.27

E.1 Example Where a Fixed Salary is not Optimal

Let µH = .7 and q (e) = q1 · e, c (H, e) = 1
80

(
1

1−e − e− 1
)
, c (L, e) = 1

40

(
1

1−e − 1
)
. Under

these specifications, the H-type employee’s indifference curve is decreasing flatter than the
L-type employee’s indifference curve (V (θ, b) is log-submodular). The firm’s indifference
curve when it faces an H-type is flatter than when it faces an L-type (S (θ, b) −W is log-
submodular) for each W with S (θ, b) ≥ W . Hence, Propositions 5 and 2 characterize the
optimal contract.

Figure 9 shows the form of the optimal contract when q1 = .3 and W varies between
2.25 and 2.75. When q1 and W are very low, both types are inefficient, and the payoff from
the low-impact project is too low to be worth assigning any employee to that project. Since
both types have similarly low productivity, the firm does not find it optimal to offer separate
contracts. As W increases, the adverse selection problem increases, and offering different
contracts becomes optimal. For example, if W = 2.45, 2.5, and 2.55, for q1 = .3, the L-type
is very inefficient, and the firm would benefit more if it could access W instead. The firm
would like to set pH > pL, which can be achieved in an incentive compatible contract if
bH < bL. For W sufficiently large, not assigning any employee to the high-impact project
and receiving the payoff from the low-impact project instead is optimal.

We can also examine the effect of increasing q1. In general, as q1 becomes larger, the
threshold W at which it becomes optimal to offer different contracts instead of the same
contract increases. The threshold W at which it becomes optimal not to assign any employee

27With y = 1, everything is the same by also re-scaling c(θ, e)/10.
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to the high-impact project increases as well. This happens because, in this case, the firm’s
indifference curves exhibit increasing preference for assignment. As such, in the optimal
contract that separates the types, the firm sets bH < bL. As q1 becomes larger, reducing bH
is costlier for the firm. Hence offering the same contract becomes more attractive.

Finally, we can provide an example where the optimal contract assigns only the H-type
employee to the high-impact project and provides a fixed salary for the L-type employee to
select out. Setting µH = .99, q1 = .8, and W = S(L, 1) + 0.01 delivers this case. Since W is
greater than S (L, 1), Proposition 5 implies that not assigning this type to the high-impact
project is optimal.

E.2 Example where a Fixed Salary is Optimal

Let µH = .5, W = 3.41, q (e) = .18+.3·e, c (H, e) = .5·e+max {e− .5, 0}+.4·max {e− .8, 0} ,
c (L, e) = e+ 2.99 ·max {e− .5, 0} .28

It immediately follows that the optimal bonuses are in the set {0, 5/3, 10/3, 19/3, 29.9/3},
corresponding to the marginal cost divided by q1 = .3. If we restrict our attention to those
bonuses, we can show that S (θ, b)−W is log-supermodular, so the firm’s indifference curves
exhibit increasing preference for bonus, and V (θ, b) is log-submodular, and therefore the
employee’s indifference curves exhibit increasing preference for assignment. Intuitively, the
cost function ensures that the high type reacts to the incentive much more than the low type,
which makes S (θ, b) −W log-supermodular. On the other hand, since the employee’s cost
function is piece-wise linear, the H-type employee cannot gain from the higher bonus (since,
at the optimal contract, the H-type is indifferent between increasing and not increasing the
effort). Moreover, π (θ, b) is concave in b,29 and S (L, 1) > W = 3.41. Hence, Proposition
2 characterizes the optimal contract. Note also that, if type is observable, the firm offers
b = 10/3 to the low type, which yields the profit of 2.2 < W to the firm.

We can show that, if the firm is forced to offer the same bonus, then it offers bH = bL =
10/3 and the expected profit is 6.333. If the firm can offer differentiated contracts, it sets
bH = 19/3 and bL = 10/3 to induce more effort by the H-type (solving the moral hazard
problem). By Proposition 2, the firm must offer rL > 0 such that the incentive compatibility
constraints for the L-type is satisfied. This differentiated contract offers the firm a higher
payoff than the same contract for both types.

E.3 Other Functional Forms

The above examples contain functional forms that lead to a flatter indifference curve for the
H-type employee than for the L-type employee. One may also be interested in the results
with other standard functional forms for the cost function, for instance the quadratic form.

28We can make the cost function continuously differentiable by modifying it slightly around the kink to
satisfy our assumption of the cost function. We keep linearity to simplify the algebra.

29In the rest of the paper, we use ceee ≥ 0 only to show the concavity of π (θ, b) in b; hence, piece-wise
linearity does not change the statement of the lemmas or propositions.
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With quadratic costs in particular, the employee’s payoff V (θ, b) is log-supermodular, and
hence the employee’s indifference curve is steeper when he is an H-type than if he is an
L-type. We perform the complementary analysis for this latter case in the Online Appendix
F, and then provide such a numerical example with quadratic costs in the Online Appendix
H.

F Complementary Analysis when the Employee’s Iin-

difference Curves Exhibit Increasing Preference for

Bonus

In this extension, we provide the analysis when the employee’s indifference curve is steeper
when he is an H-type than if he is an L-type (V (θ, b) is log-supermodular) or when the
employee’s or the firm’s marginal rates of substitution of bonus b for probability p are nor
decreasing (increasing) for all (b, p) as the employee’s type increase (V (θ, b) or S (θ, b) −
W are not globally log-submodular or globally log-supermodular). We focus on the base
model since we can generalize the extensions in an analogous way. In the base model, only
Propositions 6, 7, 2, and 3 use log-submodularity of V (θ, b) and global log-submodularity /
log-supermodularity of S (θ, b)−W . Hence, we focus on these three results.

First, we consider the case in which V (θ, b) is log-supermodular and S (θ, b)−W is either
log-submodular or log-supermodular for each W for which S(θ, b) −W ≥ 0. The following
proposition is the counterpart of Propositions 6 and 7.

Proposition 12 Consider the case in which (ICL) binds and the condition of Proposition 5
is not satisfied. Suppose the employee’s indifference curves exhibits increasing preference for
bonus (V (θ, b) is log-supermodular). Then, the optimal contract has the following properties:

1. If the firm’s indifference curve exhibits increasing preference for bonus (S(θ, b)−W is
log-supermodular), then rL = 0, bL ≤ bH , and 1 = pL ≥ pH > 0.

2. If the firm’s indifference curve exhibits increasing preference for assignment (S(θ, b)−
W is log-submodular), then (ICH) holds with equality and rL ≥ 0, bL ≥ bH , and
1 = pH ≥ pL > 0.

Proof. Symmetric to Propositions 6 and 7.
We can derive the full characterization as in Propositions 2 and 3. The details are omitted

since it is completely symmetric to the case with log-submodular V .
If V (θ, b) or S (θ, b)−W is not globally log-submodular or globally log-supermodular, we

can still consider log-supermodularity and log-submodularity at the optimal contract: Let
F (θ, b) ∈ {V (θ, b) , S (θ, b)−W}. We say F is locally log-supermodular (or log-submodular)
around the optimal contract if, given the bonuses (b∗H , b

∗
L) at the optimal contract, for each
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θ, θ′ ∈ {H,L} and b, b′ ∈ {b∗H , b∗L}, the following holds:

F (θ, b) · F (θ′, b′)− F (θ′, b) · F (θ, b′) ≥ (≤)0

if and only if (θ − θ′) · (b− b′) ≥ (≤)0. (95)

Note that, for any F and (b∗H , b
∗
L), we can always have either F locally log-supermodular or

F locally log-submodular. The similar characterization as in Propositions 6, 7 and 12 holds
with this local concept.

In Section H, we provide a numerical illustration for this case. We postpone presenting
this example until after Section G, in which we examine the case when Assumption 1 does
not hold. We do this in order to also incorporate in the numerical illustration the results
from Section G.

G Model with no Threat of Imitation from the L-type

Assumption 1 implies (ICL) binding in the baseline problem. We now dispense with this
assumption. Since (ICL) may not be binding, when we solve for the optimal contract, we
proceed as follows:

1. Note that all the lemmas in Section 4.1 hold without Assumption 1. Hence, we can
simplify the problem using them. In particular, rH = 0.

2. Then, we ask if (ICL) is binding. Proposition 13 (see below) fully characterizes when
it is not binding and what is the optimal contract if it is not binding.

3. If the condition of Proposition 13 does not hold, then (ICL) binds. Then, we proceed as
in Propositions 5 and 6, and 7.30 Note that none of the lemmas/propositions presented
so far depend on Assumption 1 beyond the fact that (ICL) binds. Hence, they are valid,
as they stand, if the condition of Proposition 13 does not hold.

Moreover, W ≥ S (L, 1) implies Assumption 1 since S (L, 1) ≥ maxb π (L, b). Hence,
Proposition 5 holds without the additional premise that the condition of Proposition
13 does not hold.

In order to examine when constraint (ICL) binds, we first state the necessary condition
for (ICL) not binding:

Lemma 10 Constraint (ICL) does not hold with equality only if π
(
L, bPBL

)
> W and bPBH <

bPBL , where we define bPBθ = arg maxbθ≥0 π (θ, bθ).

30Use Proposition 12 instead of Propositions 6 or 7 if V (θ, w) is log-supermodular. If V (θ, w) or S (θ, w)−
W is not stable, then conduct a local analysis.
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If π
(
L, bPBL

)
≤ W , clearly the firm would reduce pL if (ICL) were not binding. If (ICL)

is not binding, π
(
L, bPBL

)
> W , and bPBH ≥ bPBL , then the firm would like to both offer a

higher bonus to the H-type to address the moral hazard problem, and to also offer a higher
probability of assignment of this type, in order to address the adverse selection problem,
since it satisfies (ICH). Moreover, rL = 0 since (ICL) is not binding. This is clearly not
incentive compatible for the L-type.

If constraint (ICL) does not bind, then the L-type strictly prefers the contract designed
for him to the contract designed for the H-type. Since the contract for the H-type is
unattractive for the L-type, the firm optimally retains the H-type at all times, pH = 1, and
sets the fixed salary rL to 0. Since there is no threat of the L-type pretending to be an
H-type, the only binding constraint is the one for the H-type. This constrains how high pL
can be set, that is, pL ≤ V (H, bH) /V (H, bL). Given this constraint, the optimal rewards
(bH , bL) and selection probability pL are determined by(

bH , bL, p̄L
)

= arg maxµH · π (H, bH) + µL · pL (π (L, bL)−W ) . (96)

subject to bH ≥ 0, bL ≥ 0, and 0 ≤ pL ≤ V (H, bH) /V (H, bL).

Proposition 13 If (i) π
(
L, bPBL

)
> W and (ii) bPBH < bPBL , then (pH , bH , rH) =

(
1, bH , 0

)
and (pL, bL, rL) =

(
p̄L, bL, 0

)
is the optimal contract if and only if it satisfies (ICL), and in

that case, (ICL) is not binding.
Conversely, if (i) π

(
L, bPBL

)
≤ W , (ii) bPBH ≥ bPBL , or (iii) (pH , bH , rH) =

(
1, bH , 0

)
and

(pL, bL, rL) =
(
p̄L, bL, 0

)
does not satisfy (ICL), then (ICL) is binding.

Intuitively, when π
(
L, bPBL

)
> W , bPBH < bPBL , and constraint (ICL) is not binding, the

firm’s actions to address the moral hazard problem — offering a lower bonus to the H-
type than to the L-type — and its actions to address adverse selection — offering a higher
probability of assignment to the H-type — go towards bH < bL and pH > pL.

G.1 Proofs from this Section

G.1.1 Proof of Lemma 10

Suppose (ICL) holds with strict inequality. We assume bPBH ≥ bPBL and will derive a contra-
diction.

We have rL = 0 (otherwise the firm would reduce rL) and π (L, bL) ≥ W (otherwise it
would reduce pL to obtain the outside option but pL = rL = 0 would violate (ICL)). We
first prove that π (H, bH) > W . Suppose otherwise: π (H, bH) ≤ W . Then, the firm’s payoff
is equal to

µH · [pH · π (H, bH) + (1− pH) ·W − rH ] + µL · [pL · π (L, bL) + (1− pL) ·W − rL]

≤ µH ·W + µL · π (L, bL) since π (L, bL) is no less than W

< µH · π (H, bL) + µL · π (L, bL) since π (H, bL) > π (L, bL) ≥ W. (97)
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Since offering (pL, bL, rL) = (1, bL, 0) to both types is incentive compatible, this is a contra-
diction. Thus, π (H, bH) > W .

Given π (H, bH) > W , without loss, we have pH = 1 (since increasing pH does not violate
(ICL) if this constraint holds with strict inequality). In addition, πb (H, bH) ≤ 0 (since
increasing bH does not violate (ICL) if this constraint holds with strict inequality). This
implies πb (L, bH) ≤ 0 since we assume bPBH ≥ bPBL and π is concave by (15).

Suppose pL < 1. Then, we have to have bL > bH since otherwise (ICL) would be violated
(recall rH = rL = 0 and pH = 1); however, πb (L, bL) < πb (L, bH) ≤ 0 implies that reducing
bL improves π (L, bL) (note that (ICL) still holds if it originally holds with strict inequality).
Hence, pL = 1. Finally, given pH = pL = 1, Gottlieb and Moreira (2014) implies bH = bL
and rH = rL = 0. Therefore (ICL) holds with equality.

G.1.2 Proof of Proposition 13

Given Lemma 10, we focus on the case with π
(
L, bPBL

)
> W and bPBH < bPBL .

Since (96) is a relaxed problem, if (pH , bH , rH) =
(
1, bH , 0

)
and (pL, bL, rL) =

(
p̄L, bL, 0

)
satisfies (ICL), then (ICL) is not binding.

Conversely, suppose (ICL) is slack. Then, we have the following maximization problem
for the firm:

max
{pH ,pL,bH ,bL}

µH · [pH · (S (H, bH)− V (H, bH)) + (1− pH) ·W ]

+ µL · [pL · (S (L, bL)− V (L, bL)) + (1− pL) ·W ] , (98)

subject to (ICH): pH · V (H, bH) ≥ pL · V (H, bL) and (ICL): pL · V (L, bL) ≥ pH · V (L, bH).
Here, we use Lemma 1 substitute rH = rL = 0.

Next, we will show that pH = 1. Since the problem is linear in (pH , pL), we have pH = 1
or pL = 1. Suppose pL = 1 is optimal. Then we have S (L, bL) − V (L, bL) −W ≥ 0 since
otherwise reducing pL improves the objective and relaxes (ICH) (and we assume (ICL) is
slack). Hence we have S (H, bL)− V (H, bL)−W > 0. This implies S (H, bH)− V (H, bH)−
W > 0 (if S (H, bH)− V (H, bH)−W ≤ 0, then offering pH = 1 and bH = bL would improve
the objective since the H-type brings a higher profit to the firm than the L-type if the firm
offers the same contract between them). Hence, increasing pH improves the objective and
relaxes the constraint. Therefore, without loss, we can assume pH = 1. Now the problem
becomes

max
pL,bH ,bL

µH · (S (H, bH)− V (H, bH)−W ) + µL · pL · (S (L, bL)− V (L, bL)−W ) (99)

subject to (ICH): V (H, bH) ≥ pL · V (H, bL) and (ICL): pL · V (L, bL) ≥ V (L, bH).
It remains to show that we can ignore the non-binding constraint (ICL) in this problem.

Since S (θ, b)−V (θ, b)−W = π (θ, b)−W is concave in b and (15) implies V (θ, b) is convex
in b, the second order condition is satisfied for bL regardless of bH if we ignore (ICL). Hence,
we can ignore the non-binding constraint (ICL).
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H Numerical Illustration with Employee Indifference

Curves that Exhibit Increasing Preference for Bonus

We offer a numerical example with log-supermodular V (θ, b). Suppose c (e, θ) = e2/(2 · θ).
Then, the first order condition for e is e = θ · b · q1. This implies

V (θ, b) = q0 · b+ θ · (q1 · b)2 , π (θ, b) = (10− b) · (q0 + θ (q1)2 · b),

and

S (θ, b)−W = 10 · q0 + b ·
(

10− b

2

)
· θ · (q1)2 −W.

Some algebra shows that

d2 log V (θ, b)

dbdθ
=

1
2
· q0 · (q1b)

2(
q0 · b+ θ

2
· (q1b)

2)2 ≥ 0; (100)

d2 log (S (θ, b)−W )

dbdθ
=

(10− b) · (q1)2 · (10q0 −W )(
10 · q0 + b ·

(
10− b

2

)
· θ · (q1)2 −W

)2 . (101)

Hence, V (θ, b) is log-supermodular; and S(θ, b) is log-supermodular (or log-submodular) if
and only if 10q0 ≥ W (10q0 ≤ W , respectively).31

Suppose that 10q0 ≥ W and so S(θ, b) − W is log-supermodular. Since we also have
S(L, 10) ≥ 10q0 ≥ W , the optimal contract can possibly only take one of the following three
forms:

1. Different contract for each type, and (ICL) does not bind (so that bH < bL and rL = 0);

2. Different contract for each type, and (ICH) does not bind (so that bL < bH and rL = 0);

3. Same contract for both types (bL = bH and rL = 0).

The result that rL = 0 follows from the same argument as in Proposition 6. With log-
supermodular S (θ, b) − W , the optimal contract features bH ≥ bL. Hence, the first case
described above cannot happen. Moreover, since π (θ, b) = (10−b) · (q0 +θ · (q1)2 ·b), the firm
would offer the bonus bPBθ = max{(−q0 + 10θ (q1)2)/(2θ (q1)2), 0} if it knew the employee’s
type. Since bPBH < bPBL , the second case also cannot happen — it would be better to offer
bL = bH rather than bL < bH (the formal proof is similar to Lemma 10). Therefore, only the
third case is optimal, and the same contract is offered to both types of employees.

Suppose next that 10q0 ≤ W and so S(θ, b) −W is log-submodular. Then, the optimal
contract can possibly only take one of the following three forms:

1. Different contract for each type, and (ICL) does not bind (rL = 0);

31Here, we assume that no boundary condition on q(e) is binding, but the same conclusion holds with
binding constraints as well.
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2. Only the H-type is assigned to the high-impact project (pL = 0);

3. Same contract for both types;

4. Different contract for each type, both (ICH) and (ICL) bind (rL > 0).

For example, with θL = 4, θH = 5.5, q0 = .2, and W = 3, for small q1, the optimal
contract has the first form outlined above. In particular, q1 ≤ .4 implies that ICL does not
bind and rL = 0. For intermediate values of q1 (for example, q1 = .6 or q1 = .8), the same
contract is optimal and rL = 0. Finally, with q1 = 1, we have pH = 1, pL = .76, bH = 1.72,
bL = 2, and rL = .044.

Intuitively, given the interior solution, we have bPBH − bPBL = q0
2(q1)2

(
1
H
− 1

L

)
. For a small

q1, the difference between bPBL − bPBH is large (the firm wants to pay a high bonus to the
L-type compared to the H-type). Hence, (ICL) is not binding. For an intermediate q1, the
difference between bPBH and bPBL is small, and so the same contract is optimal. For a large
q1, since the good outcome happens with a high probability, the firm would like to save b.
In particular, it wants to reduce bH more than it wants to reduce bL since the H-type works
hard with a low bonus. Hence, it wants to implement bH < bL. Since V is log-supermodular,
we have rL > 0.
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